Employment Projections for New Hampshire
Planning Regions, 2018 to 2028
Employment growth is expected to increase in all of New
Hampshire’s nine planning regions from 2018 to 2028,
ranging from 1.6 percent in the North Country region to
7.4 in the Southern New Hampshire region. Statewide
employment is projected to increase by 5.3 percent.
Employment projections for planning regions have been
developed as a supplement to statewide long-term
employment projections. In New Hampshire, the nine
regional planning commissions are required by law
to “prepare regional master plans, compile housing
needs assessments, and review developments of
regional impact.” Employment projections provide
valuable information about growing industries and
occupations that can assist regional planners
with these obligations. They also provide
education and workforce professionals
with data to assess regional workforce
demands.
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Long-term projections for Planning Regions were developed as New Hampshire and the nation faced the
economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. Upon discussion with the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, it
was decided that the best option would be to release Planning Region projections in conjunction with the
long-term projections released in the spring of 2020.
Keep in mind employment projections should be used as a general guideline for career outlook and are
not intended to be a precise estimate. In general, employment projections make no assumptions about
business cycle fluctuations, natural disasters, or other catastrophic events.

Occupational Projections

Occupational projections are presented for major and minor occupational groups along with detailed
occupational projections to give the user as much information as possible. For Planning Regions with
smaller occupational levels, many detailed occupations are suppressed due to confidentiality requirements.
Therefore, publishing data at the minor occupational group level gives a general idea of employment
opportunities within major occupational groups.

Bright Outlook

Planning Region projections on the website, in spreadsheet and pdf format, include detailed occupations
by Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) code. Some of the occupations will have a  in the
Outlook column. These occupations have been identified as having better-than-average outlook for both
employment growth and expected annual openings during the ten-year projection period within that region.

Additional Information

Typical education, related work experience, and post-hire training expected of entry-level workers have
been identified for each occupation.
Projected job openings for an occupation should not be viewed as a precise estimate of the number of
expected openings but more as a general guide to the magnitude of job openings in comparison to other
occupations.
Additional details can be found in the New Hampshire projections publication on our website:
https://www.nhes.nh.gov/elmi/products/proj.htm

